
Creating
Supportive 
Environments

When Scary  
Things Happen

When scary things happen or our lives are turned upside down, it can be challenging to feel grounded and know how to 

best support ourselves and our children. The way we structure our environments, no matter where we might be 

(whether home or displaced), can help create supportive emotional climates- ensuring that children feel emotionally 

safe and secure and create opportunities for connection with our children and other family members. Our focus is on 

creating a consistent emotional environment amidst major physical environment changes. These structures can also 

help families regain a sense of control, predictability, consistency, and connection even when so much is out of our 

control. This resource offers guidance about things you can do to help your family navigate challenges.  

ROUTINES

RHYTHM

Attention to the rhythm of the day and the rhythm of the child helps us consider a balance of activity, social 
connection, and rest throughout the day and supports emotion regulation, coping and well-being. To the 
extent possible, build in time for rest and activity, quiet time and social connection that follows your own 
natural rhythm and your family’s. Sometimes we don’t notice how many transitions we make throughout one 
day and across a week. Reducing the number of transitions or creating more space during transitions, can 
make a big difference for ourselves and our children’s energy and regulation.

Routines create predictability, reliability and support a sense of security. Routines offer opportunities for 
connection, reduce challenging behaviors, and help children with transition. Regular routines are often 
disrupted in times of stress or crisis. 

Think flexibly about any routine you can either restore or begin to help support 
your child and family. 

Think creatively about how you might restore some sense of natural rhythm to your 
family’s days. Take a moment to check in about your energy level and mood 
throughout the day. Ask yourself would it help to rest? Get activated? Connect with 
someone. Be alone? 

RITUALS

Examples: Keep similar bedtime and wake-up times, build in moments of quiet time or active time for 
yourself, spend a few moments of connection time with your child in the morning; engage in social  activities, 
quiet time, watch a favorite t.v. show, spend time outdoors, time for exercise or movement inside or outside, 
create a little more space to smooth transitions

Is there a ritual your family can create (or do if already established) to mark that 
you all are together and safe? 

Rituals are any behaviors that have significance and are repeated throughout our personal, family, and 
community or cultural lives. Rituals support our experience of emotions, as individuals and as communities 
and like routines, rituals create predictable environments that support a sense of security, connection and 
belonging and can support well-being.

Examples: Doing your best to maintain a similar structure to your day, for example keep wake-up and 
bedtime routines the same even in different locations (reading together, tucking in), eating together daily, 
continue outside activities (e.g. school, sports) to the extent possible.

Examples: singing a particular song, a mealtime start saying, gratitude, prayer or blessing, saying the same 
thing to your child when they wake up each morning or tuck-in ritual when they go to sleep, a regular prayer or 
another daily spiritual practice your family connects with. 




